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The great courses plus apple tv

Until fairly recently, Netflix (and to a lesser extent Hulu and Amazon Prime Video) have had little in the way of serious competition. Now, the streaming video landscape is changing, thanks to the introduction of lots of new streaming services. Netflix's status as king may indeed be under siege. Apple TV+ and Disney+, two brand new services, launched in November 2019 with some impressive-looking
original programming and exclusive content in an effort to compete with everyone from Netflix to HBO. Let's take a look at these two services in detail and see which (if either) is worth adding to your streaming directory. Signup for Apple TV + Signup for Disney+, ESPN+, and Hulu Bundle Price Julian Chokkattu/Digital Trends Apple's strategy – at least for launch – is to undercut all other streaming players
on price. In line with Apple's commitment to keep it simple, apple TV+ only has a subscription plan: $5 per month gets you everything the service offers. A seven-day free trial allows you to check out apple TV+ to see if it's right for you before you start paying. Up to six family members can share an Apple TV+ subscription, which supports six simultaneous streams. Interestingly, Apple is leveraging its
hardware muscle at the beginning of the Apple TV+ to push sign-ups. If you buy a new iPhone, Mac, iPad, or Apple TV after September 10, you'll get a year's Apple TV+ free of charge. Disney+ uses the same all-inclusive approach for its subscriptions, but it's slightly more expensive at $7 per month or $70 a year. For that fee, you'll get the entire Disney+ catalog, four simultaneous streams, and up to
seven different user profiles. Disney+ also offers a seven-day free trial, and you can save $5 per month if you take advantage of Disney's combination offering with ESPN+ and Hulu. At $4 less per month than Netflix's cheapest plan, and more importantly in this comparison, as much as $2 less than Disney+, the Apple TV+ is the cheapest option of the three services, but that doesn't mean it's the best value
for your dollars. When it comes to how much you get for what you spend, Apple TV+ is way behind. Content Apple has landed some very big talents for its Apple TV+ original programming lineup, with names like Oprah, Steven Spielberg, and JJ Abrams all confirmed. Series like See and The Morning Show feature star-studded casts and graphics that compete with Hollywood's very best, with budgets to
match. Unfortunately, the number of Apple TV + original series is incredibly low, and the series has been met with middling reviews. Even worse, there is no back directory. With Apple TV+, you get the original series, and that's it. There's nothing else to look at. While Apple can match the production value and quality of the best services out there with its new shows, it will need more — much more — to keep
its customers happy. Disney + has a great advantage here, because it is possible to plumb Pixar, Lucasfilm, and Marvel Studios massive catalog of movies and TV TV These represent some of the most popular titles of all time, including Star Wars, Toy Story and the Avengers franchise. Disney+'s slate of original comics, which started with the Star Wars universe's The Mandalorian, is nothing to sneeze at
either. All in all, there are over 600 movies and TV shows currently at Disney+. Apple TV+ has nine, although a few more will arrive in the next few months. It is clearly unbalanced. If you're watching one of these services to replace Netflix or any of your other streaming services, Disney+ is the obvious way to go. Device support At launch, Disney+ subscribers will be able to watch iOS, Apple TV (tvOS),
Google Chromecast, Android, Android TV, PlayStation 4, Roku, Xbox One, Amazon Fire TV and LG and Samsung smart TV. If your device is equipped with AirPlay 2 or the Apple TV app, you can also use it to watch Disney+. Apple says that if you have an iPhone, iPad, Mac or Apple TV, you already have the Apple TV app, which is the best way to watch Apple TV+. However, you must be on a new version
of your company's software, especially iOS 12.3 or later, tvOS 12.3 or later, and MacOS Catalina, to subscribe to Apple TV+. Outside of Apple's own devices, Roku, Amazon Fire TV and Samsung smart TVs all support the Apple TV app, while you can use AirPlay 2 to get Apple TV+ on other hardware. At the moment, Disney+ supports a wider range of devices, including Chromecast, PlayStation and Xbox
— all very large absences from Apple's lineup. User Experience, Audio, and Video Apple's TV app is home to Apple TV+ (and any other third-party video services you subscribe to). In true Apple fashion, it's a logically laid out interface that's easy to navigate about on an iPhone or a 65-inch 4K TV. All Apple TV+ content appears in relevant categories, and you can add titles as favorites, start watching one
device and continue on another, and get recommendations tailored to your specific tastes. Some of Apple's original productions are available in 4K resolution with Dolby Vision HDR and with Dolby Atmos audio tracks on compatible devices. Apple TV+ looks and sounds amazing, especially on a big screen with a dedicated soundbar or home theater speaker. Not to be outdone, Disney+ will also be available
in 4K, Dolby Vision, and Dolby Atmos on selected titles and devices that can support these formats. It includes almost every new TV show and movie, as well as some older classics (the original Star Wars trilogy is available in 4K for the first time at Disney+, for example). But a lot of Disney+ older content is only available in lower resolutions. Unlike Apple TV+, you can experience Disney+ in a variety of
user contexts. You will be able to download and use a dedicated standalone Disney+ app for platforms like iOS or Android. If you're a Hulu subscriber, you can watch Disney+ content in the Hulu app, including you will miss out on the 4K features. Finally, because Disney + + be compatible with Apple's TV app, you can subscribe to and watch it within the Apple TV interface. We think Disney+s wider range of
user experiences gives it an edge here, although all the different ways to look at can be a little confusing. If you're not sure which interface to use, just stick to the dedicated Disney+ app. It's on almost everything, so you should be covered. Conclusion Right now, it's not even close. Apple spends lots of money to get big names to Apple TV+, but the content simply doesn't exist. There are only a handful of
original features, and none of them are breakout hits. Disney+ is more expensive (although it's still cheaper than Netflix), but it comes with a deep and eclectic library and series including The Mandalorian, which already generates buzz. On a technical level, both services impress. But for now, Apple TV + is a bonus you get when you buy new Apple hardware. Disney+ is the one you actually want to pay for.
Editors Recommendations Ends Soon This sale includes new iPhone models, Apple Watch, MacBook and iPad devices, headphones, accessories, gift cards and more. The discount amount varies by product, so be sure to check them all out now. While building a catalog of desirable content is tough, carving out an audience for an on-demand streaming service is the hard part. It's all about value for
money. For example, market leader Netflix charges through the roof because it offers access to an unmatched, seemingly bottomless selection of licensed and exclusive materials. Apple's strategy for Apple TV +? Make it dirt cheap and throw it in free with selected purchases. How much is Apple TV+? But how much is Apple TV+, and how do you see if you're eligible for a comped subscription? The
answer is simple: Apple TV+ costs $5 per month. However, customers who purchased an Apple TV, iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch, or Mac from September 10, 2019 onwards are entitled to one year's free entry. So if you buy some new hardware now, you can use Apple TV+ for free. Plus, all customers are entitled to a seven day free trial to try the menu. It's also free for students with an active $5-per-month
Apple Music subscription. Free trial How do you sign up for Apple TV+? Signing up for Apple TV+ couldn't be easier. You can sign up from within the Apple TV show for Apple TV HD or Apple TV 4K, iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch, or Mac. From there, follow all the different Apple TV+ prompts that will go through the process, which will end with you confirming that you want to subscribe to the service and that
your Apple ID is being registered. You can also sign up by moving to tv.apple.com with Chrome, Firefox, or Safari. It is worth noting that if you are not one of the service, you will want to cancel your subscription on the seventh day to stop it from automatic renewal to a monthly You won't be billed for the first week when you sign up — so if you signed up when the service was launched November 1, your
first payment would not expire until November 8. (To make sure a dime doesn't leave your bank account, it will be cancelled by November 7.) All new registrations are registered in the seven-day trial by default. Are you eligible for one year's free access? How to redeem it: Turn on your new iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, Apple TV 4K, or Apple TV HD or Mac, and sign in with your new or existing Apple ID.
Open the Apple TV application. Make sure your qualifying device is running the latest version of iOS, iPadOS, tvOS, or macOS. The offer should be presented after the launch of the application. If not, scroll down the Watch Now section until the offer appears. Point Enjoy 1 year for free. You may be asked to enter your Apple ID password or confirm your billing information for when the term is. What's
included with Apple TV+? Apple TV+ is home to Apple Originals, brand new, ad-free movies, and shows ordered by the curators at Apple HQ. All Apple Originals come in a 4K Ultra HD resolution that supports Dolby Vision HDR. Most titles offer Dolby Atmos surround sound as well. Content can even be downloaded for offline viewing, and with Family Sharing enabled, a subscription can be used to enjoy
up to six simultaneous streams. Will Apple TV+ be more expensive? Of course, this pricing is not set in stone. Some analysts believe the fruit-named company undercut rivals for pulling users in, in order to boost it after it has bulked out its collection of on-demand content. It is about giving value; it can't justify charging the same as a more established rival like Netflix, which stocks more than a hundred
exclusive titles, when it has only nine (no, we're not kidding) in its catalog right now. What movies and shows are available on Apple TV+? That's not to say there isn't a plentiful amount to choose from when registering, though — Apple has poured billions into securing fresh, exciting and organic material (which won't be found anywhere else) for the platform, enlisted the help of Hollywood stars like Alfre
Woodard, Jennifer Aniston, Hailee Steinfeld, Oprah Winfrey, Reese Witherspoon, Rupert Grint, Ryan Reynolds, Steve Carell, Tom Hanks , and Will Ferrell to attract viewers. Here's a look at all the movies and shows available on Apple TV + today: Dickinson for All Mankind Ghostwriter Helpsters Oprah's Book Club See The Snob in Space The Elephant Queen The Morning Show Servant will be added on
November 28. Want to know more about all the shows available, and arriving, on Apple TV + this month? We have rounded them up in more detail here. Where can you watch Apple TV+? We mean, where can't you watch Apple TV+? The service is available through the Apple TV program on all modern Apple hardware, including iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch devices that can run the latest operating
systems, Apple TV 4K and Apple TV HD, PC and Mac running Chrome, Firefox or Safari and Samsung Tv. It can be accessed using both Roku OS OS Fire OS (think: Amazon Fire TV and Fire TV Stick 4K) too. How Apple TV+ compares to its competitors As it stands, Apple TV+ is designed to coexist with other streaming services. It doesn't have the same volume of content as Netflix, which can act as a
single provider. Until it catches up, if that's its intention, it's safe to assume it will remain around the $5-a-month mark. Who knows? Apple may even introduce a more expensive level that comes with extra benefits while maintaining the base plan for them after a no-frills experience. Free Trial Editors Recommendations Recommendations
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